5th February 2016

US CRUDE TRADE
Over a month has passed since the US government lifted the decades-old ban on US crude exports.
To date, there have been just a few crude shipments to Europe and one to the Carribean. There
also have been reports of Japan buying US crude and condensate for loading in the US Gulf at the
end of February and China buying another crude cargo for export in March. Many believe that US
crude exports will remain limited in the short term for a number of reasons. Firstly, the WTI discount to
Brent, a simple marker for the attractiveness of US crude for international markets, has narrowed.
When the US producers started campaigning for lifting the ban, the WTI discount to Brent was
around $20/bbl. Recently, WTI has at times, traded at parity with Brent due to expanded pipeline
infrastructure from Cushing to the US Gulf, a global oversupply of crude and declining US crude
production.
Apart from pricing, there are also limitations in terms of infrastructure. So far, exports of US crude
have been almost entirely on Aframax tonnage as capabilities for larger shipments are limited.
Loading a Suezmax or VLCC tanker would require STS transfer. The LOOP terminal is the only facility
where VLCCs could load directly. However, this would entail the reversal of the Capline pipeline that
runs from St James on the Louisiana coast to Patoka, Illinois, probably a multi-year project. Due to
infrastructure limitations, Aframaxes are the main beneficiaries of the changes to US crude exports
legislation, which Europe and South/Latin America the most likely destinations. To make large scale
long haul economics
attractive for Asia
Pacific buyers, bigger
parcel
sizes
are
needed – on Suezmax
and VLCC tonnage.
Plans exist to increase
crude
export
capabilities; however,
it will take several
years for any major
changes
to
take
place.
Finally, the need for
exports could also be
questioned
at
present. The dramatic
collapse in oil prices
triggered the decline
in US crude output, which has already fallen by 0.45 million b/d since April 2015. A further decline is
anticipated this year and in 2017. The EIA expects US crude production to average at around 8.75
million b/d in 2016, down by 0.7 million b/d versus last year and a further drop of just over 0.25 million
b/d is anticipated in 2017. If anything, this projected decline in US crude production together with
the growing ability of US refiners to process very light domestic crude suggest a rising requirement for
crude imports and not exports. This picture, however, is likely to change once oil prices recover and
with it, the growth in US shale output. Yet again, with both Brent and WTI trading just over $30/bbl
and limited prospects for a major uplift in prices in the short term; the rebound in US crude
production and with it, major increases in US crude exports are unlikely to happen any time soon.

CRUDE
Middle East_________________________
To a degree, VLCC Owners hopes for the week were
realised...it was definitely busy in the lead up to the
Chinese New Year, however despite the increased
activity, availability remained plentiful enough to absorb
it, and by the weeks end, average rates in the low ws 60s
East, and low ws 30s West, mirrored those seen at this time
last week. Further, now that the February programme is
well into its end-game, and those holidays, and IP week,
are upon us, Owners are likely to be put onto the
defensive. Suezmaxes initially tried to make a show, but
enquiry only dribbled into the marketplace, and rates
ticked steadily lower to ws 85 East and to ws 47.5 West
with perhaps more softening to come. Aframaxes on early
dates could, perhaps, squeeze ws 120 to Singapore, but it
is likely to become much quieter over the coming period,
and rates will probably then suffer.

West Africa_________________________
Suezmax Owners spent most of the week defending a
shaky rate-line, but regained a little composure before the
weekend as Charterers showed a little more interest. Rates
edged up slightly to ws 75 to Europe, and ws 70 to the
USGulf with hopes of a busier start next week, though
Charterers will need to be properly spooked before
anything serious can materialise. VLCCs moved through a
relatively slow patch, but late week, some Charterers were
forced to make a move due to ballast time considerations
from the East. Owners held steady rate demands over the
period with ws 65 the line in the sand to the Far East,
though premiums were beginning to be asked on some
last minute interest. If the AGulf does take a turn for the
worse, then those premiums won’t be realised.

Mediterranean_____________________
Aframaxes moved into reverse gear - and hard. A 15 ws
point drop to 80,000 by ws 82.5 cross-Med, and there are

still too many mouths to feed to allow for any early U-turn
in fortunes. Suezmaxes enjoyed steadier interest than in
West Africa, but it merely served to maintain a rather
indifferent 140,000 by ws 77.5 average from the Black Sea
to European destinations but if the moderate pace is
further maintained then perhaps some upward progress
may yet be seen.

Caribbean_________________________
Aframaxes turned a corner on an active week that was
enhanced by fog disruption in the USGulf. Owners pulled
rates up to 70,000 by ws 127.5 upcoast, and will continue
to keep their plates spinning for a little while yet. VLCCs,
on the other hand, saw very little, but availability was
balanced, nonetheless,and rates couldn’t be pushed
lower than $6 million to Singapore, and $4.8 million to West
Coast India. On the farther horizon, tonnage lists look quite
tight, so expectations are for some firming to get
underway over the next couple of weeks, or after the
Chinese New Year, at least.

North Sea___________________________
Ice conditions have hardly impressed, and without that
winter crutch, Aframaxes sank lower in the water. Only
spasmodic enquiry, and good availability, pulled rates
back to 80,000 by ws 100 cross UKCont and to 100,000 by
ws 90 from the Baltic, and lower values may yet be seen.
Fuel oil 'arb' economics deteriorated and made successful
VLCC fixing to Singapore a largely fruitless exercise. That
didn’t stop a handful trying, however, and the market for
those averaged a virtual reality $4.7 million. One crude
fixture from Hound Point to South Korea was also put 'on
subjects' at $6.65 million, but more with hope than
certainty.

CLEAN PRODUCTS
East______________________________
It was a promising start to the week for the MRs with a
decent amount of activity in the AG. However, as the
week progressed there was a noticeable change of
pace as the long weekend was getting ever closer for
those in the Far East. The shorter voyages have again
remained steady during the week, and AG/RSea sits at
$425k and X-AG remains at $200k level. AG/EAfr
seemed to find its footing at 35 x ws 140 mark and
AG/Japan has been tested and sit at 35 x ws 115. Given
that the start of next should be reasonably quiet, there
is a very realistic possibility of these rates being tested
and less than last done levels being achieved.
The LR market has suffered this week in the AG, with
rates been continually tested and continuing to soften.
An ample supply of LR1s has pushed down rates, which
finish the week 55 ws 115 and $1.3 million to the Cont.
LR2s have faired not much better, with both East
and West rates being pushed down. AG/Japan on
subjects at ws110 earlier in the week indicated that 2s although not as soft as the 1s - remain stable at best.
This sentiment was later supported by an AG/EMed
stem on subjects at $1.75 million, which indicates that
AG/UKCont hovers tentitively around the $2 million
mark. With the Far East now on holiday until
Wednesday, and IP week looming, the LR market is
likely to be subject to a quiet start to week 6 - not
condusive to the rebuilding of rates.

Mediterranean____________________
Not the most thrilling week for Handies plying their trade
in the Mediterranean. With enquiry remaining extremely
thin throughout the week rates have been constantly
under pressure. At the start of the week X-Med rates
were 30 x ws 170 but have now slipped down to 30 x ws
160. The short term outlook remains bleak with a
number of prompt Handies continuing to roam the
marketplace to find employment and further softening
could be on the cards heading into Week 6.
It has also been a quiet week for MRs. gasoline demand
to the Red Sea has slowed resulting in rates falling to
$900K basis Sarroch/Jeddah. Transatlantic activity has
been there , but not in great volumes which has left
Charterers with with plenty of ships to choose

from. Rates did fall to 37 x ws 112.5 but a fresh test is
required to show the true strength of this market.

UK Continent_____________________
Having had some strength in the Markets from the
beginning of the year, it seems February has been the
banana skin for Owners. The weight of available
tonnage has pushed rates down for the MRs with 37 x
ws 115 being achieved at the back end of the Week.
Pushing ahead, without the increase of TC2 activity it is
hard to see where the first step can be taken in the
road to recovery. A placid road ahead. Handies have
come under constant pressure from Charterers, where
the excuse of Ice has begun to fall on deaf ears. As
defences weakened, it was a meager X-Cont which
broke the back down to 30 x ws 160. Owners will need
to scramble together to prevent further decline. Finally
the Flexis, although tonnage lists have been ample,
limited stems have kept this market artificially inflated
and a fresh test could be needed to show the true
strength. COA voyages will continue to keep things
balanced for the time being.

LRs________________________
Quiet and slow describes LR activity during Week 5 in
the West. Just a handful of vessels have been clipped
away as inquiry levels have dwindled. The thin flow of
product to the East continues to cause a headache for
LR2 Owners. A few vessels are now ballasting back to
the AG, with a couple going own programmes. LR2
levels for UKCont/Japan runs can achieve $2.1 million,
but these levels could be threatened again during
Week 6. Prompt LR1s on the continent have also
suffered from a lack of inquiry. Trips to West Africa are so
minimal that 60 x ws 130 is likely to be put under further
pressure next week, as the list for LR1s in the West is
growing during the second decade of February.
Owners are crying out for demand to improve however,
this is unlikely to happen immediately with the Chinese
New Year now upon us.

DIRTY PRODUCTS
Handy____________________________

MR______________________________

Ice class units in the continent seem to be showing
an admirable level of resilience to Charterers
attempts at booking them for less than last done
numbers. This said, Owners efforts in maintaining
stability are looking set upon shaky foundations
gauging from the amount of enquiry seen this week.
Furthermore With IP week on the horizon, longer
voyages offering employment over this period have
been attracting some very sharp numbers.
Elsewhere in the sector the Med has been
somewhat steadier in trend, despite what had often
felt like a quiet underlying tone. Rates managed to
keep on an even keel dipping only towards the
back end of the week, as the extent of further fixing
that is required became apparent. At the time of
writing Charterers are trying to realign levels, as we
await news of a publically recognised test of
strength.

A reoccurring behavioural trait overshadowed the
sector as under the radar activity entertained only a
privileged few. As a result, Owner efforts in getting
to grips with conditions were jolted due to
information failing to fully filter down the line.
Furthermore, a competitive surrounding Handy
market further dented confidence as alternative
employment looked sketchy. Next week we are
likely to see pressure intensified with Charterers
looking to take advantage of softened sentiment.

Panamax_________________________
Natural tonnage up in the continent has had a
clear-out which now leaves Charterers having to fish
a little further afield in search of ballast units. With
surrounding markets screeching to a holt we get the
feeling that rates will probably remain close to
current negatively corrected levels, or at least while
the Caribs market endures a slump.
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